
RIYADH: Dangling off sun-dappled skyscrapers,
construction workers put finishing touches to a
long-delayed financial district in Riyadh that is tak-
ing center-stage as competition heats up with
Dubai to attract foreign firms. The King Abdullah
Financial District (KAFD), a multibillion-dollar proj-
ect announced in 2006, is gearing up to “launch” in
the coming months, formally declaring it open for
business, multiple sources told AFP.

The mammoth development in the heart of
Riyadh is preparing to capitalize on a government
ultimatum to foreign firms - those seeking state
contracts in the biggest Arab economy must have
their Middle East headquarters in the kingdom by
2024. The ultimatum issued in February is seen as a
direct challenge to Dubai - a Gulf city that has long
ruled as the region’s business hub - and comes as
Saudi Arabia scrambles for investment to diversify
the oil-reliant economy.

Central to that effort is KAFD, a 1.6-million-
square-metre (over 17-million-square-foot) devel-
opment filled with glass skyscrapers, a tree-lined
walkway designed to resemble a riverbed and a
mosque shaped like a desert rose. “It’s a sleeping
giant getting ready to wake up,” a consultant close
to the project told AFP. Billed as a special economic
zone, the project is going all out to lure tenants.

KAFD will offer companies incentives, such as
zero percent corporate tax for 50 years, a 10-year
waiver from the state’s “Saudization” policy to
reserve jobs for Saudis and “preferential” treatment
in government contracts, according to a document
seen by AFP. The incentives shared confidentially
with several companies are subject to change closer
to the launch, consultants privy to internal discus-
sions say. 

White elephant  
Long dismissed as a white elephant, the project

has been beset by construction delays and cost
overruns. But after lying dormant for many years,
construction cranes hovering over the site - which

stands out in Riyadh’s relatively low-slung skyline -
have been feverishly active in recent months. On top
of the undisclosed billions already spent on KAFD
over the past decade, the kingdom’s Public
Investment Fund signed construction contracts
worth eight billion riyals ($2.13 billion) earlier this
year, two sources close to the project said.

They said the PIF, which owns the project,
expects to see “high demand” when it is ready.
KAFD’s management declined a request for com-
ment. Saudi Arabia is looking to bring up to 500
international companies to Riyadh after the
February ultimatum, local media reported, with
many expected to be based in KAFD.

By contrast, Dubai managed to attract around
140 headquarters in three decades, the highest in
the Middle East. Indian hotel startup Oyo and ven-
ture capital firm 500 Startups told AFP they were
setting up their regional headquarters in KAFD.
Meanwhile, some Saudi firms, such as banking giant
Samba, have already begun operating from KAFD.

But finding long-term tenants to fill the massive
project remains a struggle. A public document out-
lining Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s Vision
2030 reform plan acknowledged that KAFD was
planned “without consideration of its economic fea-
sibility”, and “even achieving decent occupancy
rates will be very challenging”.

‘Arm twisting’ 
The push to get the project off the ground comes

amid a slow pace of foreign investment, a struggle
that last week prompted Prince Mohammed to
press the largest local firms to cut their dividends
and invest in the economy. Some Western execu-
tives privately criticize the Saudi ultimatum as “arm
twisting”. “But if the choice is job or no job, people
will go,” a Dubai-based finance executive said.

With a population of 34 million, Saudi Arabia
offers the region’s biggest market and lucrative con-
tracts in various megaprojects worth hundreds of
billions of dollars. “The Saudi ultimatum is a two-

level game: Vendors to the government and con-
sumer-focused companies,” said Sam Blatteis, co-
founder of the Dubai-based Middle East High Tech
Business Council, which advises dozens of global
firms exploring expanding in Saudi Arabia. “The
new rule raises the stakes for the first. The jury is
out for the second,” Blatteis told AFP. 

The kingdom is aggressively playing catch-up
with Dubai in terms of lifestyle, allowing once-for-
bidden cinemas, concerts and sporting extravagan-
zas. “When European executives are asked, ‘When
are you moving your headquarters to Saudi?’ a

common retort is, ‘When will you allow alcohol?’” a
Gulf-based diplomat told AFP. “The Saudi response
is, ‘It will gradually happen’.” 

Saudi officials have publicly ruled out lifting its
absolute ban on alcohol. They also publicly play
down talk of rivalry with Dubai. But in closed-door
meetings with consultants, they are dismissive of the
city. “Dubai was built on our (Saudi) shortcomings,”
one consultant told AFP, citing a Saudi royal. “Those
days when executives could work in Saudi for five
days and fly home to Dubai for the weekend are
over.” —AFP

Riyadh gears up for foreign firms

Top researcher 
resigns from 
Google AI team
NEW YORK: Google on Tuesday confirmed a
leader of its artificial intelligence team has
resigned in a departure that comes after the con-
troversial firing of two colleagues. The internet
giant declined to comment further on the resig-
nation of Samy Bengio, who has worked at
Google about four years and specialized in
machine learning.

“While I am looking forward to my next chal-
lenge, there’s no doubt that leaving this wonderful
team is really difficult,” Bengio wrote in a work
email first cited by Bloomberg. Bengio did not
refer to Timnit Gebru or Margaret Mitchell, two
former members of the team focused on ethical
artificial intelligence.

Google in February fired Mitchell, a lead
researcher, following controversy last year over
the tech giant’s dismissal of Gebru, an outspoken
diversity advocate. Bengio expressed solidarity
with Gebru in a message shared on Facebook that
remained up on Tuesday.

“I have always been and will remain a strong
supporter of her scientific work to make sure that
AI becomes a positive force for the minoritized, as
well as her generosity and tireless actions to lift the
voices of the silenced ones,” Bengio said of Gebru
in the post. Mitchell had downloaded and shared
company documents, according to a Google state-
ment earlier this year to Axios, which reported that
it was an effort to show discrimination in the treat-
ment of Gebru, who was fired last year.

In December, more than 1,400 Google employ-
ees demanded that the company explain why it dis-
missed Gebru. “It is sad to see this happening to
the one director in the research org who was doing
the right thing,” Gebru said of Bengio on Twitter.

Mitchell used Twitter to thank Bengio for sup-
porting her and Gebru, and providing them an
inclusive environment. “But once you ‘see’ sexism
and racism, staying at an organization that stands
by it becomes untenable,” Mitchell said in a tweet,
predicting more members of her former team at
Google would quit. “There is keen interest in
responsible/ethical AI outside of Google, so peo-
ple we worked with have a lot of options.” —AFP
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Samsung, LG 
forecast 40% 
leaps in Q1 
operating profits
SEOUL: South Korea’s two biggest electronics firms
both forecast jumps of around 40 percent in their
first-quarter operating profits yesterday, with coron-
avirus-driven working from home fuelling global
demand for semiconductors and home appliances.
Tech behemoth Samsung Electronics said in an earn-
ings estimate that it expected operating profit of 9.3
trillion won ($8.3 billion) for January to March, up
44.2 percent from a year earlier, largely driven by
robust sales of smartphones and the launch of its
flagship Galaxy S21 series.

Meanwhile, LG Electronics, South Korea’s sec-
ond-largest appliance firm after Samsung, forecast a
39.2 percent jump in operating profit for the same
period, to 1.5 trillion won. “Both quarterly revenue
and operating profit are the highest in the company’s
history,” it said in a statement.

The Samsung figures were ahead of expectations,
said Gloria Tsuen, Vice President at Moody’s
Investors Service, telling AFP that “tight supplies in
the semiconductor segment, especially DRAM”,
among others, had helped the firm’s performance.

Analyst forecasts had averaged 8.88 trillion won
according to Bloomberg News. Samsung Electronics
is the flagship subsidiary of the giant Samsung
group, by far the largest of the family-controlled
empires known as chaebols that dominate business in
South Korea, the world’s 12th-largest economy.

It is crucial to the country’s economic health-the
conglomerate’s overall turnover is equivalent to a fifth
of the national gross domestic product. The coron-
avirus has wreaked havoc on the world economy,
with lockdowns and travel bans imposed around the
globe for several months.

But the pandemic-which has killed more than 2.8
million people worldwide-has also seen many tech
companies boom. The worldwide move to working
from home has seen consumer demand rise for
devices powered by Samsung’s chips, as well as
home appliances such as TVs and washing machines.

Its estimated sales for the period were up 17.5
percent year-on-year to 65 trillion won. Analysts say
the company has had a particular boost from rolling
out its Galaxy S21 series in January, more than a
month ahead of the flagship product’s usual annual
launch schedule. “Key to the success of this latest
flagship has been its lower $799 starting price,”
tracker Counterpoint Research said in a report.

“Lower cost coupled with trade-in offers that
essentially make the S21 device free, is helping
increase demand for these ‘entry-level’ flagships.”
But Samsung shares closed down 0.47 percent.  

The global chip-manufacturing industry had been
expecting to see record revenue this year, with the
stay-at-home economy persisting, according to Taipei-

based market tracker TrendForce. But power outages
across Texas in the United States-caused by a severe
winter storm-shut down semiconductor factories clus-
tered around Austin in February, including Samsung’s.

The firm said operations at its factory returned to
almost normal in late March, but South Korea’s
Yonhap news agency reported it may suffer around
400 billion won ($357 million) in losses due to the
shutdown. Still, Hi Investment and Securities in Seoul
said Samsung’s first-quarter performance will greatly
benefit from its mobile business, backed by solid
shipments and cost control. The tech giant is expect-
ed to have produced around 62 million smartphones
in January-March, with a market share of 18.1 per-
cent, according to TrendForce. —AFP

RIYADH: This photo taken on March 16, 2021 shows workers in the King Abdullah Financial
District (KAFD) of the Saudi capital. —AFP 

Deliveroo shares 
rise on first full 
trading day
LONDON: Deliveroo shares rose yesterday on the take-
away app’s first full trading day, in contrast to last week’s
London stock market launch when they crashed after
being snubbed by institutional investors. Deliveroo
shares gained 2.7 percent to 287.65 pence, giving the
group a market value of £5.3 billion ($7.3 billion, 6.2 bil-
lion euros), as small investors joined in the trading.

It coincided with a number of Deliveroo riders striking
over pay and conditions across a handful of English cities.
“The start of unconditional trading in Deliveroo-recast as
Flopperoo in some quarters after its disastrous market
debut-at least hasn’t led to more pain for the business,”

noted AJ Bell financial analyst Danni Hewson. “A strike by
riders though will keep the takeaways platform in the
spotlight for the wrong reasons on Wednesday.”
Deliveroo’s initial public offering on March 31 was
London’s biggest stock market launch for a decade, valu-
ing the group at £7.6 billion, after the eight-year-old
company enjoyed surging sales during the coronavirus
pandemic as locked-down people ordered in.

But its IPO of 390 pence failed spectacularly, with the
group losing 26 percent of its value on its first condition-
al trading day. The group faced criticism from some
institutional investors over the treatment of self-
employed riders. Deliveroo maintains that its riders-
around 100,000 across 800 cities worldwide-value the
flexibility the job affords.

However, its business model has come under scruti-
ny, including in Britain, France and Spain, over condi-
tions. Group founder and chief executive Will Shu has
also been criticized for adopting a dual class share
structure that gives him 20 votes per share compared

with one vote per share for all other stockholders.
Deliveroo made a portion of its stock available for cus-
tomers, with delivery riders and restaurant partners
also able to participate. —AFP

A Deliveroo rider cycles through central London. —AFP

SEOUL: A man steps down the stairs in front of an advertise-
ment for the Samsung Galaxy S21 smartphone at the com-
pany’s showroom in Seoul yesterday. —AFP

Geneva watch 
expo goes digital 
before switch
GENEVA: Geneva’s international expo of fine
watches opened yesterday with an online 2021 edi-
tion before shifting next week to Shanghai, where
the coronavirus is under control. The fair, one of the
major annual gatherings for luxury watchmakers,

was cancelled last year due to the pandemic but is
going ahead virtually this year. The Salon
International de la Haute Horlogerie, now restyled
as Watches and Wonders, includes major brands
including Rolex, Patek Philippe and Cartier.

The fine watchmaking fair will see brands pres-
ent new products through online conferences and
presentations. Emmanuel Perrin, interim president of
the Foundation High Horology, which organises the
event, said it was important for the watch industry
to maintain the salon, calling it “our Fashion Week,
our Davos”. “It’s been a tough year economically, in
terms of business, for the whole industry,” Perrin

said in opening remarks, stressing that holding the
expo online was “the right thing to do”.

Expert debates streamed live on the platform will
include discussions on the lasting consequences of
the pandemic, the role of new materials and tech-
nology and the impact that blockchain could have
on watchmaking. The watch industry is
Switzerland’s third-largest export sector. It has
been hit hard by the Covid-19 crisis, with boutiques
closing due to restrictions to control the spread of
the virus, and the collapse of the tourism industry
on which the luxury sector depends.

In 2020, Swiss watch exports fell by 21.8 percent

to 17 billion Swiss francs ($18.6 billion) compared
with the previous year, according to figures from
the watchmaking federation. Exports plunged by
81.3 percent in April 2020 before gradually recover-
ing from August onwards. China remained the only
growth market among major destinations for Swiss
watchmakers, with exports up 20 percent, while
Chinese consumer purchases have shifted to local
stores due to travel restrictions. While Europe
struggles to tame the pandemic, the salon’s online
edition, running until April 13, will feature 38 differ-
ent brands. The physical version in Shanghai, from
April 14 to 18, will feature 19 brands. —AFP


